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Board o.[ Regents meets

•

Dr. Curris sworn In
By CATHERINE CHAPIN
Co-Editor

Amid members of the Board
of Regents, the press and Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, Dr. Constantine Curris was sworn in as
the sixth president of Murray
State University at the Regents
meeting Saturday.
Soon after, he made his first
appointment naming Mancil
Vinson special assistant to the
president. Vinson, who is also
director of alumni affairs, will
get a $100 a month rai<~e.
Curris .s aid that he will have
many special problems his fin~t
year in office and will require
!'lomeone to help him with
speaking engagements, working
with the legislature and other
special a cti\'itie::;. The appointment will keep the Universi ty fr om having t o hire
another staff member, Curris
said.
Sworn in as a new regent was
Jame::; A. Davis, an Owem;horo
banker. He suceeds E. G.
Adams who now resides in
Missouri. Both Curris' and
Adams' oath~ were ad ministered by Court of Appeals
,Judge Earl T . Osborne who
represents the First Appellate
District.
In other action :
• Plans for a S1,489,000
livestock show exposition center were explained by Thomas
Hogancamp, vice-president in
('harge of administrative affairs. The center, to be adjoined
to the A. Carmen Pavillion,
will be used for cattle and
horse shows, farm equipment
exhibitions and other type~ of
shows.
It will serve the entire
WeRtern Kentucky region and
thus may bring more interest
and students to the Mu

area. Seating 2500, the facility
will be built with states funds.
Hogancamp said the showplace
will be another six months in
the planning stage and hoped
that funds would be alloted in
the next biennial budget.
*Dr. Sparks told the Board
that the fulltime enrollment
equivalent waN down five per
cent from la!'lt year. However,
because of increased nonresident enrollment , the
University is $3,000 ahead of
estimates. He attributed the
rise in out-of-state enrollment
to non -resident dormitory
f'lcholarshiJ)l' .
Sparks ~laid that when nil the
figures are in, sometime in the
next few week!!, the enrollment
shoul~ fall around 7 ,000.
" We're doing pr~tty well," he
said.
• Dr. Sparks announced a gift
from the estate of the late
James Leland Hurley of
$250,000. Although Hurley did
not attend Murray State, his
nephew, James (Buck) Hurley
graduated from here in 1938.
Hurley wa11 in the construction
equipment rental business in
Detroit, Mich. It was suggested
by James Hurley that the
money be used to establish a
scholarship in his uncle's name,
to enlarge existing scholarships
and to providr· nore Rtudent
loans.
*The Board made public
plans to acquire two one-11tory,
steel buildings that have been
declared surplus by the government. The building~! will be
used for storage.
*A resolution was noted
givin~t the security department
power to render assistance to
the Murray City Police under
emergency situations.
• Glen Doran, chairman of
the Board of Regents, and

Mancil J. Vinson

tudent-Curris meeting set
Classes will be called off
Monday afternoon so that
tudents may attend an inormal " talk session" with
President Curris 12:30 p.m.

off from 12:30 p.m. until 2:30
p.m.
Dr. Curris will address the
students and then answer
questions. Curtis notes that
since this .meeting is "being
According to Dave Curtis, held for students," only
student government association students will be allowed to ask
president. classPs will 1)(11 a I
"

son Woolley

GETTING ACQUAINTED moments after
being administered their oaths of office prior
to Saturday's Board of Regents meeting are
new Murray State President Dr. Constantine
Curris, Recond from right, and James Davis,
new board m~>mber from Owensboro, Re('ond
Dave Curtis, student represen·
tative to the Board, were
named to the inaguration committee for Dr. Curris. The
ceremony is set for Nov. 12.
*The Board authorized Dr.
Curris to buy some furniture or

from left. Looking on from the left is Ken·
tucky Court of Appeals Judge Earl T . Osborne
of Benton who administered the oaths and on
the right is retiring MSU President Dr. Harry
M. Sparks.

fitting11 for Oakhurst presidential residence. Dr. Curris said
that any purchase::; for those
areas in whkh he lives will be
made with his private funds .
•Glen Doran was reelected

chairman of the Board, Patsy
Dyer was reelected secretary
and Dr. Hogam:amp was reelected treasurer. Dr. Charles
Howard was elected vice chairman to replace retired
board member Adams.

Mancil Vinson chosen
to he presidential aide
Mancil J . Vinson, director of
alumni affairs at Murray State
University was unanimously
approved on PreRident Curris'
first recommendation to the
Board of Regents as special
assistant to the president. The
position became effl'ctive Mon·
day following the Saturday
meeting of the Board.
Dr. Curris stated that Vinson
will serve him in meeting
special demands of a new
University president. Special
assignment.q will be in speeches,
communications, state government and meeting legi11latures.
Vinson said that. he hoped to
help Dr. Curris in his ambition
to make Murray State University a truly regional institution,
subject to the needs of the
people in the region. This includes not only the Jackson
Purchase but the surrounding
states. Vinson expressed the
belief that Murray State has a
unique opportunity because of
the extraordinary resources
available in the region. These
include agriculture, recreation,
chemical industries and most
importantly, the youth.
In reference to his additional
duties Vinson said, "It will be
an exciting challenge to help
Dr. Curris. l deeply appreciate
the appointment he has ex-

tended to me to serve as his
special assistant and alumni
representative. We appreciate
the fact that he has recognized
the important support that
alumni provide for Murray
Stale University. Their loyalty
is unexcelled."
Vinson, 48, was born in
Murray and holds a BS in
agriculture from Murray. He
has a MS from the University
·o f Kentucky. He joined the
faculty at Murray as diredor of
alumni affairs in 1968 after ser·
ving as Assistant Commissioner
of Agriculture of Kentucky for
13 years • longer than anyone
in Kentucky history. During
this period, he received a number of cit.ations for outstanding
service, including selection· by
Murray State University
agriculture alumni as their first
recipient of the Outstanding
Alumnus Award.
In his present position Vinson heads an educational service for 22,000 graduates. Since
he became director the Alumni
Association has raised funds
for five perpetual scholarships,
the first in the school' s history;
commenced a program to computerize all alumni records: instigated the policy of preparing
written guidelines for the administration of aU scholar-

ships; and begun an expanded
program of fund raising for
~tudent aid and educational
facilities.

Campus police
potf'ers clarified
in B oard action
Murray State Security Director Or~an Price s~vb the
security resolution paS.cied by
the Board of Regent.o; will give
his
department
better
guidelineN, but will make no
major changes.
The most important benefit
of the reRolution. Price says, is
that the force now has
assurance that citations thev
give on street.\~ adjacent. t~
University property will be
honored in city court.
Prke aaya in the past aome
citations given on streets adja('ent to the campus have been
thrown out of court.
Price was quick to stress the
fact that because their
authority has been clarified
this doesn't mean that MSU
St.'curity police will suddenly
start giving out hundreds of
speeding citations on Rtreets
adjoining the campus.

Stata Newt

1 IOne Man's Opinion I
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By DAVE CURTIS

Stud ent Orcanization Pre•id - t

Photo by Wil110n Woolley

FOR YOUR SWEET TOOTH, the University Bookstore is now
selling 21 different kinf of candy in ''Ye Olde Sweet Shoppe".
The candy ~tore, opened Sept. 4, has been termed a success with
Bobby McDowell, bookstore manager, saying that student have
been "real pleased" with the idea.

Roy Stewart Stadium opened
last weekend with a spectacular
splash. The excitement and enthusiasm generated by the
large crowd was contagious.
The players, coaches and band
are to be complimentedon their
performances. This $5.5 million
sports complex has been a
thorn in the side of the University for the last two and one
half years.
Now that it is in use, I for~
an opportunity for Murray
State to intensively increase the
involvement of the populace in
this region. This would be an
excellent chance to get high
school students on campus and
let them see Murray in action.
The involvement of the people
of the surrounding region is an
area in which a great deal of
work needs to be done. Since
the new stadium is large
enough to accomodate all the
possible guests of the University, the opportunity is golden

Former athletes sponsor
Cutchin Scholarship plans
The members of the 1963,
'37, and '38 baskelhall teams
are suggesting to tht' Alumnae
Council that a perpetual
scholarship in tht• name of
Carlisle Cutchin, former
athletic dirl'ctor at Murray
State University be initiated.
The idea ~me 11bout during
discussions of' plans for the new
Roy Stewart Stadium. At one
point it had been suggested
that the Cutchin stadium be
removed. The former students
and players of Cutchins wanted
to be :mre his name was not
removed with the stadium.
On Jan. 24, 1970, Dr. Ben
Humphreys, chairman of
guidance and counseling,
,;uggested to the Council that a
placque be left at the site of the
stadium as a remembrance.
ln 1972 the former athletes
met to discuss promoting a
,;cholarship to help deserving
students and at the same time
perpetual Cutchins' name.
A steering committee has
been set up to look into the
prospects of the scholarship
and to handle the guidelines,
should the Council grant its approval.

department
of
physical
education and health, Univer· sity of Tennessee at- Martin;
and Mancil Vinson, chairman
of Alumni Affairs at MSU.
Hurley was recommended to
serve as chairman.

The members of the committee are: James E. Hurley,
Benton, manager of Valley
Savings and Loan: James H.
Phill pis, Clinton, principa I of
Clinton County High; Floyd
Burnett, as!:listant profes~;or ,

to begin a program of this type.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp,
along with Cal Luther and
members of the public relations
staff, should be commended on
the efforts they have made in
the direction of getting more
people on campus. Several different groups, a long with the
general public, have been invited to attend the home games
as guests of the University.
There is, however, one note
of concern that I would like to

The budget for football has
stayed relatively the same and
has actually decreased slightly.
This might be due to reduced
travel. It is my opinion that
with $5.5 million invested in a
structure that is oriented
towards a particular sport,
some avid attention should be
directed to the area of building
that program.

voice. With a multi-million
dollar facility like the new
stadium, there must be a strong
football program.
We have had our problems in
the past. I feel that the only
way to build a stronger and
better football program is to invest more money. With the
gradual completion of the new
stadium it would seem that
more emphasis would apparently be placed in this area.

There is sentiment that the
athletic department should be
under the direction of a
fuUtime athletic director. At
the present time, Cal Luther
serves as athletic director and
basketball coach. I feel that
perhaps no coach of a major
sport should also fulfill the
duties of athletic director. I
predict that Murray may soon
have a fulltime director of
athletic affairs.

This does not seem to be the
case.
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Honor Society chapter
eMcts DebOe pFesident
Thomas Deboe, 11enior from
Paducah, waq el~"ted president
of the Murray State University
Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa
at the Sept. 16 meeting. ODK is
the national leadership honor
society for men. Deboe is also
this year's editor of the
SHIELD.
Student applications for
membership are now being accepted. The applications may
be obtained from Dr. J. M.
Kline, faculty adviser, in Room
131, Blackburn Science Bldg.
until Sept. 28.
The minimum requirements
for eligibility are that junior
and senior men must have one
full academic year in residence

at MSU, rank in the highest 35
percent in scholarship among
male students in their class and
must attain special distinction
in at least one of the five major
phases of campus life: scholarship; athletics: social and
religious affairs; publications;
and speech, music, drama and
the other arts.

Only 4 More
Days Left For
Voters To
Register

"
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50th Anniversary ends

Photo by Wileon Woolley

AFTER THROWING the football to start the
Racer football season in the new Roy Stewart
Stadium, President Constantine "Deno"
Curris shakes hands with Racer team Captain

Bruce Farris. The Racers went on to welcome
Dr. Curris with a 27-25 victory over Western
Carolina before a crowd of 12,000

The invocation will be given
by Dr. Harry M_. Sparks, the
fifth and retiring president of
Murray State. The benediction
will be delivered by Dr. L. J .
Hortin, chairman of the depart·
ment of journalism.
Other speakers will include
Mrs. Lucille Fanner Austin. a
member of the first student
body, Fred Schultz, superintendant of the Murray city
schools and Dr. Constantine
Curri&, Murray State's sixth
president. Dr. Josiah Darnall,
pr ofe88or of music at Murray
State, will lead the group in the
singing of "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic," the song sung by
the first students on the fint
day of school.
Following the Middle School
ceremonies, the group will
proceed via a police escorted
motorcade to the Student
Union Bldg. for a coffee-hourreunion.
At additional ceremonies in
the S.U.B., Mrs. Modest Clark
Jeffery will present a portrait
of her father, the late Lee
Clark, to President Curri&. The
portrait will be hung in Clark
Hall,
a residence hall named in
and Hermes activities will be
structu red for beginning hi& honor.
students.
The final seriea, "Athena,"
will be the most flexible and
direct of the series. It will com·
prise two sections: a section of
two two-day uercises a month
for six months with a
curriculum drawn from the
summer series; and a section
with two four-day exercises,
one in December and one in the
sprina.
Wildlife observation and
study in groupe with a studentleader ratio of 5-l will be a
daily activity of the program.
Simple.
Students will also become instraight-forward.
volved in group interaction,
classic -out of step
role-playing
and
selfwith today's
evaluation during experiences
of varying lengths.
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge.
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
$1.98: not bad fora pen
Holland Drugs
you may use the
rest of your life.

Murray State University will
observe the 50th anniversary of
the opening of its doors to
students on Monday, Sept. 24.
To commemorate the occasion,
a ceremony will be held on the
front lawn of the Murray Middle School, where the first
classes were held.
To begin at 9 a.m., the
program will celebrate the date
when 202 students, 67 men and
135 women, began classes at
the "new Normal" school in
the then Murray High School.
Presiding
over
the
ceremonies will be Dr. Ray
Mofield, chairman of the
department of communications,
and past president of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society.

Upward Bound ProjectApollo
given $125,00 federal grant
By STEVE VIED
Special Writer

A feder al grant of $125,000
has been awarded to Murray
State Univel"Sity to be ueed for
the Upward Bou.n d project according to the project' a director
Jim Biggs. The money will be
used to fund Project Apollo, an
outdoor educational proaram
de~tigned as an expansion of the

two-year pilot program for Upward Bound students.
Project Apollo will be funded
from September of this year until September of next year. It i.e
designed to provide high school
students an opportunity to
develop potential within them·
selves. The project will involve
500 students from 18 states. It
will be used as a national
teaching model for outdoor
educational progralD8,

Student Go'OOmment selecm
members for Judicial Board
Seven members of the MSU
Judicial Board and one alter·
nate were nominated last week
by a special Student Govern·
ment committee. They now
await final approval by Dr.
Constantine Curris, University
president, before officially
taking office.
Those tentatively chosen are
Hugh Griffith, Warren, Mich.,
chairman; Marilynne Rowland,
Louisville, vice-chairman; Dave
Long, Mayfield, Beth Tuck,
Harold Doran, Lona Ray
Adams, Dan Patterson, Murray
and Jeff Taylor, Elizabethtown,
frrst alternate.

The Judicial Board is
responsible for impartial
hearings in cases brought
before it by students, faculty
and administrators involving
infractions of the University
code of conduct and Student
Organization Constitution.
To be eligible for voting
membership in the Student
Senate applicants must be full·
time students of the University
and maintain at least a 2.0
cumulative point standing. Applications and more information are available at the
Student Government Office in
the Student Union Bldg.

"A 30-square-mile primitive
area in the southern half of the
Land Between the Lakes, about
15 miles from the campus, has
been chosen as the location to
be used in encouraging these
young people to reconstruct
their attitudes about - themselves and the world they live
in," Biggs said.
Bins said the Upward
Bound staff at Murray State
spent two years in an experimental period to determine
the best approach for the in·
novative outdoor ex~rience.
Emphasis in Project Apollo
is focused on informal
education to develop awareness
in the field of man and hi& environment. Four seriee will be
used, according to Biggs..

The "Poseidon Series" will
last 14 days and involve water
activitie~o. •'HermeR Series,"
also lasting 14 days will concentrate on land based ac·
tivities. The "Vulcan Series," a
five day overview of Poseidon
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12th St.
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headquarters for RAI.E,~
bicycle sales and service.
we·re a factory authorized Rale1gh dealer so you can be
sure that we"ll always prov1de you w1th the finest service
from the ume you first buy your Raleigh cycle for as long
as you keep 1t You won t hnd a better cycto than one of
the many Rale1gh models and you won"! lind a better place
to buy one.
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Random sampling:
It' s " the South's most beautiful
campus" according to the brochure.
Trees age gracefully on gently
rolling hill~ and the students' summer shuffle turns into a brisk hustle
as the temperatures drop.
Why then scatter all types of all
types of architecture about with little or no attempt at harmony? From
all points of view, the campus looks
as if some structures fell out of the

rsnsrscnvs

Perhaps not the best theme
for a unified appearance

sky. Scattered at random, these
buildings are in sharp contrast with
the rest of the campus. About the
only harmonious note is that most of
the newer structures have vertical
stripes.
A new speech and hearing center
has been planned. It will be erected
across from the university
laboratory school on 16th Street.
Not only will this facility relocate
and enlarge the speech and hearing

1
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division, but will house other classes
as well.
The question of necessity seems
settled, but some remain. Will this
structure and future ones appear to
be part of the present campus or will
they prompt speculation about more
movie houses opening in Murray?
Will it compliment the campus?
This university publishes an impressive brochure explaining its
planning theory, or lack of one,
depending on where you stand as
you read it. This pamphlet is based
on a Department of Health,

PED
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Want a super concert at Murray?
The new school year has brought
life once more to this campus, at
least in the daytime. Again everyone
is asking what there is to do.
Especially at night, and particularly
weekends.
The main group responsible for
providing campus activities is the
Student Government Association.
One of the primary functions sponsored by the Associat ion is a concert
series. It has been announced that
the first concert of the season will
feature Lobo and the Goose Creek
Symphony. Future concerts will
feature Ike and Tina Turner, Jim
Croce and the musical Godspell.
With the announcement of the
concert schedule came the usual
query: Why doesn't Murray State
have concerts featuring the super
groups like Chicago, Three Dog
Night or Alice Cooper.
The answer is two-fold. Money
and space.

Education and Welfare survey that
estimates the Murray State
enrollment at 13,000 for the 1980-81
school year. With recent enrollment
figures shakey at best, perhaps a
reevaluation would be in order.
Maybe MSU is in need of a longterm planning committee.
A look around may give some indication. We have buildings facing
north and south butted against
those facing east and west.
Sidewalks have slowly begun to
criss-cross the entiTe quadrangle
resulting in an unfathomable maze.
Parking lots are unable to accommodate the areas they serve, the
alternative being to park where no
one else would dare. Add the
stadium. If those 11,000 or more
fans ever decide to leave at the same
time, like at the end of a game, there
is no way tha lot can expell those
cars in less than an hour.
Who plans these things? Once the
matter of neces11ity is determined,
the idea settleR in the administration building. There in the
offices of the two vice-presidents and
budget and planning, specifics are
worked out. Projected cost,
availability of funds, location, completion date; all are variables. Each
must be drawn to correlate with the
others. Even after consultation with
the architects, it is a lot of work for
three men.
Needs point to a central planning
committee. It would up-date current
visions on a projected campus,
organize immediate action concerning inevitable expansion and
take steps to harmonize existing
developments.

Shell

out~

space, Murray State has in recent proposals have suggested increases spring, the Board of Regents turned
years had an average attendance at of from $5 to as high as $17. Thie down a request to raise the fee by
its concerts of aroun4 3,000. In order would yield sufficient funds for the $3.50.
for a major concert to break even Association to underwrite at least
Without this, the Association can
with this sort of attendance, the one major concert. Depending on the hardly be expected to go out on a
tickets would cost from $10 to $15. increase, some concerts could even limb for a really expensive concert.
Murray State students could get
Few students are willing to pay this. be free to students.
This fee, however , must be ad- entertainment by bigger groups. But
Any shortage must come from the
Student Association since it must ministered by the University. Last they must be willing to pay for it.
r----------------------..;._..;...;__~
sign the contract.
But the Association gets a part of
the registration fee paid by each
student. So why the problem?
MurniY Slate University
The Association receives $2.50 of
111 WI.._ Hall
the fees paid by each full-time
tot c.-... . . .
student. Of this, $1 is used for the
~.Ky. 42071
administrative needs of the group.
The remaining $1.50 is designed as
an activity fee and may be used to Th• MURRAv STATE News 1o .,..,.r..t and edit.c~ by
Entar..t "" -..nd..-I&N mail II ..... pool om... In
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Would the student body bail out ,\aolounl Aporta Editor -···--·--··~ .......- .&.ve Oiveno
8rarcli, Bam.ra Holdan, Shalla J-. Stan to..ry
C.mpuA l.lre Bclitor ----~-···--·'luu• a..,.
Kathryn Nortbm,t.on, Nand PetaMICift, Sc.vt VIM, Pat
the group? Unlikely.
,....,.."'c...,.. Lifo Edttar ••• ____ Sharry Hew!Dan
Wiloon, Dara C..,.
One proposal is to raise the .........,.., BcbW ..
·----Kary c.t-n c.----··--··--·---·---MiA a..d~-1

An appearance by one of the super
groups will cost generally $20,000
and up. Also, many of the groups
require facilities which will seat
ma ny thousand more than do any of
the facilities a t Murray State.
Aside from the lack of adequate student activity fee.

,....,..• ..........,.y IWII.Ot

Ray ao-..a

.....,, per -

-~1 ........
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lA look at the Board-Editor's note: This is the first m a
series taking a look at the Murray State
Board of Regents, their positions,
backgrounds and ideas.

H. Glenn Doran

Doran would like to see the
curriculum "tied in with today's world"
more. Although he says there will not be
much of an increase in course or degree
offerings, the possibility of a
Veterinarian curriculum is being
studied. He hopes an increase in
enrollment will come in the future so
that the school faculty and facilities cau
be used to their full capacity.

By JAYNE CLARK
Special Writer

Like to hunt quail, collect guns, farm
or go trail blazing over the countryside
in a Scout? If you do, then you have
something in common with Chairman of
the Murray State Board of Regents, H.
Glenn Doran.
Along with these hobbies. Doran has
one more interest. As a Board of
Regents member for 10 years he has
demonstrated that be is concerned
about MSU. He has been appointed to ,
the Board three times and has served
under Presidents Woods, Sparks and
now Curris.
Chairman of the screening committee
for Dr. Spark's successor was, he felt, a
big job. It was he, along with the rest of
the board, who narrowed down the 170
applications to the one man that they
thought would be best for the University
in its present stage of development.
As chairman, Doran views himself as
more of a representative and spokesman
for the entire board rather than the
head of it. Along with Curris, he
believes in making Murray more of a
regional univeraity and emphasizing the
vocational aHpects of higher education.

three Birls. Of the five children, two of
them are now students at Murray State.
Some final words with Doran
revealed that he hoped to see possible

The power of the executiveWhat price equality?

Since Dr. Curris is a young man with
an open door policy, Doran feels that he
should be able to communicate with the
students about their problems.
In the past students have always been
good about talking their problems over
with the president, but Doran said he
would be available if they felt they
could not talk with him.
Some of the qualifications Doran feels
helped in his selection as a board member included being a former member of
both the Kentucky State Board of
Education and the Council on Higher
Education.
Doran is involved in the community
as well as school-related affairs. He has,
since 1948, served as chief executive officer, vice-president, president and
chairman of the board of the People's
Bank of Murray and at age 47 is a member of Murray Rotary Club, director of
Murray Chamber of Commerce and a
member of the First United Methodist
Church. He wa:; selected "Man of the
Year" by the Murray Chamber of Commerce in 1966.
As a graduate of Murray College
High, Doran went on to attend MSU
before joining the Navy. After a
discharge as an Ensign in the Supply
Corps, he then acquired his BBA from
Tulane University and a MBA from
Ohio State University. In college he was
in the social fraternity Kappa Sigma
and is now an honorarv member of
Murray's A!pha Kappa P;i fraternity.
When asked about hi!l gun collection,
Doran said he has been collecting his
"spur trigger type" collection since high
school. He also has a Kentucky Long
Rifle and his two sons have a Colt Commemorl;ltive collection.

Doran

renovation of both the Library and the
Student Union Building in the future,
and that plana for a new Hearing Center
were in the process now.

Doran, born and raised in Calloway
County, lives in Murray with his wife
Ann, formerly of Jonesboro, Ark.
Besides the two sons, they •also have

That most fickle of all political allies,
public opinion, has of late done a good
bit of meandering about. Just about the
time it seemed that everyone had made
up their mind about the Watergate
situation, it was revealed that the
president had had his and other White
House offices bugged.
Almost immediately the disclosures of
the Watergate affair were shadowed by
attempts to have these tapes released.
Special investigator Archibald Cox wanted to hear the tapes in connection with
his investigation. The Senate Committee
invt>stigating Watergate wanted to hear
tht> tapes in relation to their investigation also.
President Nixon said no.
The president justified his refusal to
release the tapes by calling on confidentiality under executive privilege,
one of those ambiguous expressions
which tend to pop up in government on'
occasion.
The term executive privilege is absent
from the constitution. It's another one
of those "inherent powers' • we were
taught to consider as good as written. It
arises from the separation of powers
idea that the president, Congress. and
'the courts are equal; therefore, the
president cannot be compelled to action
by the Congress or, for that matter, the
courts.
President Nixon has invoked his
executive privilege because he says his
position requires that he and those in
connection with him must be able to
communicate frankly and candidly,
without fear of their statements being
made public. He contends that if he
were to release the taped conversations
in question, others in the future could
not be assured that what they said
would be kept in confidence.

Several president~! have relied on
executive privilege at one time or
another. The premise for this privilege is
well-founded and easily justifiable. It
seems inevitable that secrecy will on occasion be the best policy. The threat of
public disclosure could certainly cause
some individuals to become overly
cautious in disclosing their knowledge
or opinion. One would be hard put to
reason that this caution would always
be beneficial in matters of national concern.
It must be pointed out, howevt>r, that
one would be equally hardpressed to
uphold the theory of executive privilege
if it were used to cover up a criminal action.
The president may have based his
decision on an approved assumption of
the law. Tholle things he decides must
be kept secret because that is in the
nation's best interest (another of those
ambiguous expressions) may be fairly
applied to the doctrine of executive
privilege.
But one of the first assumptions in
law is that it will fiJ'Bt apply as a means
to the end of justice. Construing those
laws to mask wrongdoing does not serve
that end.
If the president feels that the doctrine
of executive privilege is justly applied in
this case it would seem his duty as chief
executive to find some way to release
evidence of wrongdoing, especially if it
support.q evidence from other sources. If
nothing else, ~tupportive excerpts could
be released to substantiate information
already gathered.
Public opinion may be a fickle thing,
but it has oft('n shown itself to be a
powerful influence. Perhaps now would
be a good time for it to be on the move
again.

.---~--------~----~-------------.

·VW Bus and
'67 Triumph Spitfire

For Sale

Letter to the editor
50th anniversary...

-------ca~-se-seen-AT

The actu!U :;oth annivt>rsary
An Iconoclast is one who attacks venerated institutions or of Murray State was March 8,
ideas, according to Webster's 1972. Would not it have been
New
World
Dictionary. more properly dealt with if the
Perhaps now is the time for one anniversary bad ended on
of thel>t! slimey rascals to sneak March 8, 1973? It is a well unaround the corner of the barn derstood fact that classes did
and throw a corn cob or two at not begin until September 24,
a scared cow, the 50th an- 1922, yet why should we have
niversary of Murray State to undergo the same time lag
once again. Indeed there are
University.
many minor dates to celebrate
The 50th anniversary of concerning Murray's founding.
Murray State, according to all
Clip &
the mathematical computations
known to man was last year. So
then the question is how then is
it still going on in 1973?

Yet to celebrate each one of
them serves only to detract
from the anniversary.
Moat certainly the founding
of Murray State University
should be celebrated, and we
should be proud of its 50 years
of exiatence. However the term
"50th Anniversary" is now
trite, over-used, and six months
out of date.
Loyd Ford

Redeem

fCOUPON SPECIALJ

Under normal conditions one
would expect that an annivt>rsary would last no longer
than one year yel somehow
Murrav's has lasted 18 months.
But, then again how oftt>n does
one operate under normal conditions at Murray State?

2 FRENCH

FRIES for

Buy one & get one

25

FREE

with coupon
(Expires Sept. 27)

¢

_____ _

Pearson Foreign Car Servic9
Mile East of Murray on 94

***'*'*****'*'**

Save Big

•

King's Den
MEN'S CLOTHING

Get Ready for Fall

redeemable at Murray &

Mayfield

Nina - Ricci
Holland Drugs

BURGER CHEF

with An Outfit from .....
King's Den

llurray State Newe

Center will offer
aid to students
By NANCY KELLY
Asat. Feature Editor

Maranatha is Greek for "The
Lord Cometh" and the
Maranatha Christian Center
comes t-o Murray to spread the
word of God.
The center, situated in a
large yellow house on the corner of 12th and Olive is a
mi88ion of peace and love. It
has four fu ll-time staff members, Rod, Jim, Steve, and
Doris (prefering only a first
name basis) who serve as counselors as well as ministers of
the religious meetings.
Contrary to some of the
religious groups operating
throughout the cou ntry, the
Maranatha Christian Center
does :not seek to "brainwash"
or ' 'program" its followers. The
primary purpose of the center is
to encourage church participation and to teach the
word of God.
The organization had its
beginning in Paducah where a
Maranatha Center has been in
operation for about a year with
a membership of 200 people,
mostly teenagers. However, the
Murray center is independent
of the one in Paducah. The center came to Murray at the
request of Wayne Perrin, owner
of the Murray Christian
Bookstore who has given a
great deal of help to the center.
The Maranatha Center sponsors its own Christian
Bookstore, open from 6 to 9
p.m. each evening.
Literature for their
bookstore is provided by Mr.
Perrin. The bookstore has an
interesting selection of religious
albums, including gospel and
Jesus rock as well as spiritual
and prophetic books and pamphlets.
Each week Bible study is
held on Wednesday nighb! at
7:30 p.m. and Fellowship Services begin at 7:30 p.m. on
Jo'riday nights. On Oct. 4 and
Oct. 5, the center is sponsoring
a movie, "Cross and the Switchblade" in the University
School Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The film is the story of a country preach, portrayed by Pat
Boone, in the ghetti of New
York City. Last Wednesday's
Bible study included a speech
by Tom Hamilton a wellknown
speaker
from
Charlestown, Ind.
The staff of the Murray center served as counselors for
drug addicts, women seeking
abortions, and lonely people,
while working with the
Paducah Maranatha Center.
They invite anyone who needs
help or needs !IOmeone to talk
with, lo contact them. There is

HELPWANTE
Do you need to help a
husband, student? Earn
$1,000-$1,500 from now to
Dec. let. No collecting, No
delivering, No cash investment
and
weekl
PAYchecks
Playhouse Toy Co. - Ca
Nancy Frick 527-7233

no fee and no collections are
taken during the religious services. The center is open 24
hours a day and its hotline
number is 753-6666.
Maranatha hopes that lifter
attending its services, students
will take a more active and in·
volved role in their respective
churches. Unity in the spirit
and unity in the body of Christ.
is the goal of Maranatha as it
strives to join people of all
denominations.
Speaking with some of the
girls who have been a part of
Christian fellowships over the
years, and who are now seeking
further study and enjoyment at
Maranatha House. had such
feelings as these:
"The Bible studies are really
good, I learned alot, and met
alot of people. The meetings
touch so many people, I like
being a Christian and sharing
experiences with others."
There's no generation ft&p,
with Jesus we all share a common bond. I use to have trouble
talking to adults until I became
a Christian, now I have no
trouble at all--it helped me to
get along with my parents."
"I thought I'd always been a
Christian. I didn't do anything
bad, but I didn't do anything

great

P h oto by Keary Caiman

good. ·l let Him be controller,
when He came in I was happy
and He's never left. I have
problems hut l know Jesus is
there because of the peace in
my
heart--Jesus
sent
Maranatha House to Murray."

Vern
on's
Inc.
NOW ...
Vernon's Is 3 Stores In 1 • • •
• v......,. C•pltt• wen.n Start

Long Half Slips
Mini Slips

Ya/uu!

Bible study are those who have found that
Marantha House is a good place to share experiences.

MARANTHA HOUSE attracts those who
seek peace and happiness through loving
Jesus. Gathered here for the Wed, night

• v..-sloot & 51101 Stort
ev.,...'sSMtl..,

Bikini Panties
Halter Bras
Panty Hose

Sandle Foot

-FASHION'S
FAVORITES-

Jonothan Logan
Bobbie Brooks
Vicky Vaughn
Lisa Jo
Peejnoir Sets

"'Visit Vernon's and see the new line
of Western Items
""Visit Vernon's for Boots and Shoes
for the Whole Family
JA/isit Vernon's for all Shoe Repair
Needs
~ell-'ll

Campus Casual Shoppe
Across from Adm. Bldg.

Open 8-5

Sunday

~S

For your gift and school wear see us at the
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I :00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

·

Vernon's Inc.

Locattcl on Arcadia, acrou
fr• Central Shopping C•ttr

Penny Lane

S100et Slwp
Salted Peanuts

Cashews
Candy Com

Peanut Brittle

Candy Fruit & Nuts

Candy Bits

Other Assortments

Come by and visit the old Stooet Shop at the

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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Cannel t on, I n d ., a asi etant
pledpmaater ; Chuck Pixley,
Mt. Carmel, Ill. alumni
aeeretary.
Bill Fletcher, Princeton,
80Cial cbahman; Don Elias,
cairo, DL. IOdal cbairmaD;
n.,toa Luat.r, Murray, ruab
chairman; Tod d Bucbon,
Mounds ctty, ru., ruab chairman; Dout Goodman, Hickman, publicity chairman and
I nterfrater nity
Council
repreeentative; Grq Bnglar ,
Fredrick, Md, intramural diNcGrider, Kevil,

Sunday, a chicbD barblque
SIGMA PHI EPSILON will
be heW for aD blotbln ucl
The brotben of Sipu Pbi . . . beefnninl at 1:10 ....
E&»ilOD are havinl a patio
Tbia WedMICiq.._....._

party at the houe at 8 p.a.
tonilbL TCIIDOli'OW tbare will
be a pretuDer at 8 p.m. and a
hOUJe party after tbe .....

ere.

wm

tor

tbele fuDCtiou
be cuual, with brotllera. ...-.

and clatel a~.

The brotben .,. 'MIU'bll
completioa of the NDOdeliDI of
tbe houa To
tbe liviDa
room and tbe t.elevWoa room

eta-,

...

.:I •-"·
,.
.
........ ..............

a . . . . . ..,,. . . . . . . .

..... ...,.... it

F7

Yitadaa . . . . . . . ~
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..,Tu-'*Y.
AID DBLTA
PI
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ol Alplia lltlta Pi took Jobanna
Katrina Myen of Muliicb, Germany u a new pledp.
Receatly ialtaUed .. adiw
members were aiS pie. 'l'be1
are: .Jaae Aadenoa. Ho'fluD,
IU.; Dua Belknap, CIDelnat'4
Ohio; Trilh &ron. 8luiilll.
Trudy .Joaee, l'redoabl; .....
Kin1, Ma~; ~

have
been
completely
remodeled, tbe hallway ef tbe
fint floor of-the annex hal been
panelled and the patio hal been
completed.
KAPPA ALPHA
The brothers of Kappa Alpba
will hold a aem.l-formal dance Smith, Smitbl•JMI.
Friday niJbt from 8 p.m. to 12
PI KAPPA ALPH A
midnilbt at Calloway County
The brotbera of Pi Kappa
Country Club.
Saturday, there will be a Alpha are proud to a nnounce
cocktail party before tbe pme the construction of the new
IJecinnh'l at 5 p.m. After the lodl•· The official lfOund
l&me there will be a victory bnakinl cenmoaa ,.... Mid
party. AU ruabeea and dat. lut Friday with .pec:ial ......
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hlstorian; Vance Roee, Bopkinmn.,dlaplain; Tim Taylor,
Louieville, fii·e ch ief and
newsletter director; Chris
Kinf ,
Venaillell, boaM
man a1er;
Boyd
Neely,
~ ausillary advisor.
ChapW ewee&beart ie Mn.
Sherry rletcber. Prmc:etoa•
Faculty adviaore are Bill
Adams ud 0ecqe Stocbon.
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tbe water·
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JJ7otermelon ·or bust!

REGINA LOVETr, Murray, helped Kappa Delta win tbe day' a
activities by attemptinc to apit her seed the ~ ~
Gamma Delta captured the "Spirit Award.. dar&.. t:he=tmMday spirit activitiee. In the independent cJiUiiea fle.ter Hall
won the day's activitiea, while Elizabeth ~ portrayad the
mo.t spirit.

THIS 'SEEDY' LOOKING mancter bae a wa'tlilhnelbd~
conteet of his own dunn, lut Friday's Buat. Pne ice cold
melona were the order of the day.

ANNE COOPBR (left), 'Murray, r...-•eaAIId SipDa 8ipDa
Sipna u tbe winDiDI candidate for ......_ Watermelon s.t."
Some of &N etblr con'-&alltl were (left to richt) ~
Stallinp. Evansville, Ind. Alpha Guuaa Delta; Belinda Befp.
Wooda Hall; Vieki Altber, 8princfteld. IU.. 8epDta
Hall; and Gail Yatee, Fulioo, Bliubeth HalL
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The Band outlines .the Un

The team couldn't complain about lack of support
... aa the faru poured out to tee Murroy beat We.tem Carolina
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Strange f~uit

Enchilada City, USA

By JOHN E RARDI

the same guy said be beard
there was a i)lace in Paducah
that served Mexican food, so
we decided to make the trek.
After all, we wanted Mexican
chow, nothing less:''Sesidlni, I
had a bad case or encrulada-onthe-brain and it was spreading
quickly.
"'-~
We stopped at a fe'ft " redneck'' gas stations in Paducah
and tried to pt directions.
None of the weed-chewing,
tobacco-spitting, resident "rednecks" knew where the place
was. Finally, we stumbled on to
someone who said he remembered his wife telling him about
a place on the corner of Ninth
and Broadway.
No way. If it was there we
couldn' t find it. Later we beard
there was, in fact, a little place
there called "Pedro's Little
Hacienda.'' Right on Pedro,
may the Spanish bird of
paradiae llpit a peso in your
guac:amole dip. I would have
paid a fol1wle to get an enchilada by this time, and this
dude bas his place Mquatered
like a speakeuy joint durin1
Prohibition.
What next? By tbia time I
was hallucinatin(J enchiladas
and smelling tortillu ao I
sugeated we take the next
plane to Mexico City from
Paducah. We probably would
have if it wasn't for the guy in
a taxicab who pulled up next to
us at a stop light and asked if
we knew of any Greek
restaurants in town.
This poor fellow had a case.
If we couldn't find a Mexican
restaurant, there was no way
this dude was going to come up
with any Greek chow.

Last night I decided that
what I needed was a hot , spicy
Mexican chow-down . You
know, I wanted to go the whole
route and try to blow my
stomach out of commission
altogether. Every organ in my
body was crying out for enchiladas, tortillas, tamales and
jalapeno bean dip. The hotter
the better; I wanted to spare
my ulcer no pain.
A buddy of mine suggested
that there was a little Mexican
restaurant in Calvert City,
about 35 miles from M\l.rray.
To get p~~yched up, I played my
favorite Larry Moore recording
of "The Alamo" about ten
times and ,ot out my sombrero
and pancho and eat around the
room yelling "Toro" and
"Ole". I wu ready.
It was a long ride up, so
while we drove we listened to
Jose Feliciano sing "Nena Na
Na" on the stereo.
Wherever this place was,
when we 1ot there it would be
glad to see ua leave because we
were ready te put on a pig show
that no self..re.pecting Mnican
would want to auociate himself with.
We never 1ot the chance--at
least not in Calvert City. The
place, called " La Fiesta",
looked like one of the cooks
went green bananas after
eating a hot chili pepper and
tried to burn the kitchen down,
so it was closed up as tight as a
drum.
To show my appreciation for
my buddy who suggested we
drive there, 1 put on my
baseball cleats and did a
Mexican hat dance on his bead.
But all wasn' t lost because

R oM~~~ ary &ott tS11ma Si..,.a B11m• J.
Murray, to Dovid Oraha111 (Aiplur Tau o -a J.
Murray.

Jon Rea1an lSi«ma Stcma Blcmal. Murray,
lo J•lt Chue l Kappa Alpha), Marion, I U

.Judy Mc KNn tAiph• (.)pita ro. l.cJU~VIIIt•, ~-·
Rua.., tluh·hln.•~oun (SJtt:m• Nu\. Rtlnn("\'il!et, Jnd ,
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Now this fellow looked Greek
to me, and the only thing I

know about Greeks is that they
are dark-complected like the
Italians and a bunch of them
ran 1 a bakery bacli in my
·' '
hometown.
So I put two and two
together and figured why not go
to Robeno's apd get a bowl of
spaghetti and then go onto
Red's Donut Sboppe for some
pastries to top it all off.
So that's what we did, and
I've got to admit that it wasn' t
bad. And Red the Baker (he
was obviously Irish but I didn't
let the Greek onto it) turned us
on to some glazed donut holes

that were out of this world and
only 20c a dozen. The Greek
fellow rolled out a wad of twenties and bought 7,000 doun of
them.
Now they were good, but the
<trive back to Murray from
Paducah is an hour long at the
most and there is no way we
were gong to eat 84,000 donut
holee--not even with a Greek
and an Italian in the car.
I couldn' t figure this dude
out--he seemed to have a
strange hang-up with pastries-·
but he also seemed like a nice
enough fellow , so when he
asked for a lift back to Murray,
I figured why not.

It was a pleasant ride back to
town on Rt. 641 and we all got
into a great conversation about
Murray State. The Greek was
really up on things, but appe~red to be a little on edge
abOut something. Perhaps the
spaJhetti sauce wasn' t s itting
right with him.
But at least now I know
what he plans to do with 7,000
donut bolee. Don't ask me how
I know, but Deno Curria is serving complimentary coffee and
donuta at Oakhurst tomorrow
night for all the studenta after
the football game. Bring your
own enchiladas.

University Theatre casts
33 in first fall production
The cut for the University
Theatre production of "An
Italian Straw Hat" hu been
chosen, according to Robert E.
Johnaon, depa~entchainnan
and director of the sbow.
Auditions were held laat
week and the followin(J individuals received roles in the
production: Charlea Hall and
Marlr. Atha, Frankfort; Wayne
Britton and Larry Riter, Mansfield, Ohio; Grey Hurt, Ed
Odom, Teri Sanders, and Cathy
Crecelius, Paducah ; Brad
Holbrook, Lexington; Randy
Powell and Diane Burnett Benton;
Hollis Clark, Debi Shinner,
Sherry Sills, and Roderick
.Reed, Murray; Rick Stephens,
Hopkinsville; Mike Stallings,
and Michael Young, Owensboro; Rene .Boyd and Debbie
McReynolds,
Henderson :
Jackie Smith, Petersburg, Ill.;
and Ruth Ann Ramage ,
Houston, Tex.
Also cast were Sally Hoback.
Louisville; Felicia Farmer,
Vienna, Ill.; Sue Milfelt,
Gilbertsville ; Eva Lantrip,
Caruthersville, Mo.; Marcy
Maddux,
Sturgis;
Kay
Threlkeld, Versailles; Caryl
Imray, Bardstown; Jeff Lackey
and John Dowell, Radcliff;
James Travis, Camden, Tenn.;

and Riclr. Willet, Eddyville.
Serving as stap manager
will be Ro,er Humphrey, a
tbeatz'e major from Rumsey.
Included in his duties will be
all aound and li(Jht cues, the
responsibility of following the
script, making sure the actors
make their cues, and the supervision of all scene changes.
''An Italian Straw Hat" is
written in five acta, each of
which requires a different set.
For this reason, the seta must
be designed to facilitate rapid
scene changes. There are additional difficulties to be over-

there

.

In a

she

.

Is

come, including the problem of
workinc aonp iato the play and
the stagiu(J ot both interior and
exterior scenea.
Kay Threllr.eld, of V ersaW..,
bas beea appointed mueieal
director. She will worlr. with the
principal characters on their
solo numbers aDd the ehorus as
well. She will also serve as a
member of the chorus.
"An Italian Straw Hat" will
be the department's first
prod\l.ction of the season and is
scheduled for Oct. 18, 19 and
20.
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Friday, Saturday, Sunday Special
T-Bone Steak $2.59
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Pi Phi Delta will hold
festival October 19-20
Twenty colleges from nine
states are expected to attend
the Pi Phi Delta oral interpretation festival. The
program to be held on campus
Oct. 19 and 20, will feature Dr.
Charlotte Lee, internationally
known authority of oral interpretation.
Pi Phi Delta is the campus
honorary aMsociation for
students of oral interpretation.
Dr. Lee, of Northwestern
University, will be the visiting
critic and will also present a
public reading performance
Friday, Oct. 19, at 8 p.m. Dr.

registration will take place in
the Student Union Bldg.
Rounds are scheduled for
Faculty Hall.
Lee is the author of the oral interpretation text most commonly used in its field.
The opening assembly is
scheduled to begin at l p.m. on
Friday. The first session and
Each college is allowed six
entrants, or two in each
division.
Readings
are
categorized as prose, poetry
and drama. No student will be
allowed to double. Each school
entered must alao supply a
critic judge.

From the contestants, the
critics will recommend six
readers to be evaluated by Dr.
Lee in the final ses.qion Saturday afternoon. She will then
give an oral critique for the
benefit of all entrants and
toaches.

Free tick'ets
being given
by 'Kaintuck'
Approximately 4,000 free
tickets were distributed at random to Murray State University students Wednesday by
employees
of
Kaintuck
Territory. The tickets will gain
admittance to holders to the
town of the 1880's any of four
days.
Kaintuck Territory, located
20 miles north of Murray near
Kentucky Dam, is sponsoring
Murray State Days tomorrow,
Sunday, and Sept. 29 and 30.
Any student having a ticket
and/or student ID card, wiU be
admitted to the town free of
charge.

Dates for MSU's
teacher exams set
National
Teacher
Examinations will be given on
Nov. 10, 1973 and on Jan. 26,
April 6 and July 20, 1974.
College seniors preparing to
teach should take the test on
one of the four dates.
Results of the examinations
are used by many large school
districts as one of the factors in
selecting new teachers. Many
states alRo use the exams for
certification or licensing of
teachers.
On each testing day, prOSJM"C·
tive teachers may also take the
Common Examinations to
measure
professional
preparation and a Teaching
Arl!a Examination to measure
their mastery of the subject
they plan to teach.
ProRpective t{'acherll should
contact their colleges for
s pecific advice on which
examinations to take and on
the dates they should be taken.

Off icer jobs
now amilable
for overseas
Positions are now open for
new economic and commercial
officers in the Foreign Service
of the United States. Each year
40 to 50 positions are available
as well as an equal number of
positions for administrative officers.
Candidates are selected
through an examination
procetUJ which begins with a
written examination to test
profesRional competence in a
particular functional field. This
test is followed by oral and
medical examinations as well
as a personal background investigation.
Candidates must be 21 years
of age and U.S. citizens. Those
who have completed three
years of college by age 20 are
also eligible.
For more information contact Dr. Howard C. Giles,
Room 301A, Business Bldg.

CATERING
AGE.NCY
professional,
experienced
smokers, pretuners,

dancers, mixers, or
private get-togethers
for information
call 753·9059

"Bulletins of Information for
Candidates'' containing a list
of information about the
examinations as well as a
registration form, may be obtained from the Murray State
University Testing Center

Pace 15

MSU center started
for testing, counseling
A counseling and testing cen- free service. The content of the
ter has been established on the interviews, whether it involves
MSU campus to serve the needs counseling, information, testing
of all students and faculty. The or referrals, and the results of
center, located in the east wing these are held in confidence
of Ordway Hall, will act as a and treated ethically.
central walk-in for problems.
The center is open Monday
Dr. Ben Humphreys, acting through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
director, will head the service to 4:30 p.m. Appointments may
with Dr. Scott Pricer, coun- be made by calling 762-6851 or
selor, Sandra Ford and Marcia 762-6852 or appearing in perSimmons assisting.
son.
The counselin center is a

STUDENT and FACULTY

CAMPUS SPECIAL
Prices Good Thursday Only

SUITS or
DIISSIS

Librarian resigns;
will work for state
Edna Miliken, head of
special collections at the
Murray State University
Library, will become diredor of
special projects for the Kentucky Department of Libraries
this Monday.
Frankie Trebing, former
a.."l'listant librarian in social
science and humanities,
replaced Mrs Miliken last
Tuesday.
Editing a monthly newsletter
and a quarterly publication
will be among Mrs, Milikrn's
duties with the state library
department.
She will also be in charge of

special projecUi for all public
libraries in the state,
One of these many projects
will include encouraging the
disad\·antaged to usc libraries.
"Many of these disadvantaged
persons have never been exposed to any other book except
the Bible," said Mrs. .Miliken.
She explained that the projects
would work from homes in the
regions where a bookmobile
cannot go.
A four year veteran of the
Murray State Library, Edna
Miliken joins former director of
the MSU library, Charles
Hines, at lhe Kentucky Department of Libraries.

t~e
<tl~ristian ~ noh ([ enter
808 Chcsmut Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-0425

Books,Bibles, Posters, Butto ns, Jewelry,
Records, 8-Tracks, Cassettes, Tracts
open
8-6 Mon.-Thur.

8-9 Fri.

arges t Supp
Music & Books m

9-5 Sat.

Short larments
00
88Ch

Sport Coats, Skirts

Sweaters, Trousers,
etc.

·4 9

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRS
Central Shopping Center
Store Hour~ :
7:00 a .m.-6:00 p.m.
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MSU library recelves
King literary collection
Murray State University's
library has received an extensive collection of scholarly
periodicals and professional
books from the library of the
late Dr. Rolf Egmont Percival
King.
"King
donated
approximately 1200 volumes to
the library, along with several
hundred issues of scholarly
journals," said Ernie Bailey,
acquisitions librarian.
Among the work.q are critical
studies by Schiller, · Goethe,
Durer and Hebbel.
"Many are, and have been,
long out of print. It would be
difficult, if not impossible, to
replace some of these works at
any price. The importance of
this collection lies in its
scholarly nature and the com-

Frosh class
elections set
for Tuesday
Freshman elections will be
held on Tuesday, Sept. 25, in
the Student Union Bldg.
Ballroom from 8 a.m. until 5
p.m.
Freshman offices to be filled
are president, vice-president,
treasurer, secretary and four
student representatives.
The president-elect and the
representative with the highest
vote total will also serve on the
Student Activitiea Board and
Student Senate.
Other vacated offices to be
filled are: sophomore president,
a senior representative, and
three graduate represenatives.

plement it will make to our
German program," Bailey added.

Dr. King taught at Murray
State during two periods, from
1950 to 1952 and from 1961 to
1970, before retiring ~cause of
ill health. In 1950, King edited
Goethe
on
Human
Creativeneu and Other
E88ays. In addition to his
scholastic endeavors, King was
interested in the humanities. At

Christmas he . presented German plays in the Little Chapel
in Wrafher Hall.
Att .dent patron of claeaieaJ
muaic -.nd the ~ Dr. King
donated a Jarp collection of
print& JJnd Christmas carda to
the aft l!eparlment.
Among
his
many
achievements
are
the
organization of the Language
Laboratory and, in 1964, the
establishment of Alpha Phi
Omega, a service organization.

They'd never forget
the dq he d rifted into town.

I WKMS 91.3 FM I
TUESDAY, SEPT. 2G

TODAY
7 p.m. From the Record
Library.
7:30 p.m. Cleveland Or·
chestra Concert; Music from
Copland, Villa Lobo&, McPhee,
Bernstein, Rodgers, and Styne

mitetee on Presidential campaign activities. Hearings will
resume at 1 p.m.
6 p.m. Firing Line with
William F. Buckley

SATURDAY, SEPT. 22
1 p.m. Opera Highlights
"Leontyne Price •· Puccini
Heroines''
7:15 p.m. Racer Football-·
Murray va. Tenneasee T1th

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26
9 a.m. Senate Seled Committee on Presidential cam·
paign activities. Hearings will
resume at 1 p.m.
9 p.m. Washington debates
on the Seventies

BUNDAY, SEPT. 2S
News Behind
The News
7 p.m. Cambridge Forum

THURSDAY, SEPT. 27
Noon Travel the World in
Song
6 p.m. CBC MaB&ey Lectures

MONDAY, SEPT. 24
9 a.m. Senate Select Com·
mittee on Presidential campaign activities (Watergate
hearings)
1 p.m. Live broadcast of convocation with Dr. Constantine
Curris

DAILY PROGRAMMING
2:30 p.m. Periscope
3:30 p.m. Holiday World of
Travel
4 p.m. AU Things Considered
6 p.m. M-W-F options
12:55 a.m. Five Minute. Arts
Packages

11 a.m. God's

9 a.m. Senate Select Com-

CLINT EASTWOOD
VERNA acx)!,~ Hill
~~·~l~-etffl"~~ .rQ!E~ -.t=.s~

Now
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Welcome
Student Specials
for one week only
Instead of awhite stalion, he rode a ful race, powder blue stocker.
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Late Show TONITE & SAT. 11 :40 p.m.

We will sp ecial order tapes and albu m s for you.

"Little Miss Innocence"

Rated X

No on e Under 18 admitted

Check Price and Quality when buying your
refrigerators where some have a one year
warranty • ours have a five year warranty. ·
" A very.

1 year warranty Refrigerator

5 year warranty Refrigerator

very
funny
and
very, very
touching
romantic
comedy."

$84.95
$95.00

Repair Service on most T.V.'s and stereos.

GeOrge Segal

T.V. Service Center
Central Shopping Center

... ,.MdvinfraniiFdi\.

753-5865
"near the Kroger Store''

Glenda}ackson
10uch Of Class

~
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700 given jobs
in 2 programs

Bookstore. The program is aired over WKMS..
FM-Stereo. This week's sponsor is Don Henry
State Farm Insurance.

JAY LANDERS,
program director of
WKMS, receives the first subscription for the
weekly Cleveland Orchestra Pops series from
Fred Masters, manager of Wallace's

Among the 7,000 students attending Murray State University this fall, approximatelv 700
have been given federal and
University paid jobs suited to
their interests and abilities. An
even greater number are
receiving other types of finan·
cia) aid. 1
There are over 25 types of
financial aid available at
Murray State. It is the job of
the Financial Aid Office to
tailor the types of assistance
available to the special needs of
each student who receives
financial aid.
Types of assistance offered at

Cleveland Orclrestra Pops featured
for 13 weeks on WKMS-FM stereo
WKMS-FM Stereo is now
presenting the Cleveland Orchestra Pops as a weekly
program each Friday evening
at 7:30. Programming began
last Friday, and will continue
each Friday through Dec. 14.
The famed Cleveland Orchestra performs programs of
light classical and Broadway
show tunes. Featured in the
series are selections with Andre
Kostelanetz conducting. The 13
week program is a subscription
series. The subscription fee was
not budgeted for WKMS this
year. To finance the musical
series, local businesses were
contacted and asked for
monetary
support.
One

business will sponsor a one
hour program each week.
This Friday Evening, Sept.
21:
Louis Lane, conductor; Joela
Jones and Michael Charry,
pianists
COPELAND:
Buckaroo
Holiday from Rodeo
VILLA LOBOS: Cantilena
from Bachianas Brasileiras No.
5
MCPHEE: Tabuh-Tabuhan
BERNSTE I N:
Symphonic
Selections from West Side
Story
RODGERS: Slaughter on lOth
Avenue
STYNE: Overture to Funny
Girl

--presented by Don Henry,
State
Farm
Ins.
Jay Landers, program director of WKMS, stated that local
support was very favorable in

sponsoring the series. WKMSFM thanks the local businesses
that made the programming
available.

The Craft House

Pearson Foreign Car Service

Sale on

',.._

CRAFT HOUSE

Murray range from Alumni
scholarshipe amounting up to
$500, dormitory scholarshipe
equal to the rent of a semi·
private room, departmental
scholarshipe of $100 to $500
and Presidents scholarships of
$300, most of which are
renewable and last one
academic year.
The ROTC department offers
a four-year scholarship and Big
Rivers RECC, a $500 four-year
scholarship.
Also available at Murray are
the federally sponsored loana of
which the government pays 80
per cent and the University 20
per cent Federal Grants,
Federal Work-Study Programs
and University employment.
In order to receive financial
aid, students are required to
file applications with the
Student Financial Aid Office
and the American College
Testing (ACT) program. ACT,
upon study of the Family
Financial Statement then aids
the University in giving aid to
the students who need it the
most

!Foreign Car Repairl
I

Specializing in Volkswagen
Parts andService

602 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
PHONE (502) 753·9384

1 Mile

Easr of

Murray on 94
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on Any Dinner At The Palace
* Country Ham
* Fried Chicken
* Big Hamburger Steak
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Bring this ad in and recetve 50¢ discount on any of the above items.

Palace
753-7992

uvisit Our Game Room"
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MSU tips 'Cats, 27-25, in lwme debut
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Asst. Sporu Editor

Uncorking a gala evening of
festivities which marked the
christening of new Roy Stewart
Stadium last Saturday night,
Murray State eventually
proved to be a poor host to
Western Carolina as the 12,500
fans gleefully noted.
The Racers twice came from
lM>hind to hand the nationally
ninth-ranked Catamount a 2725 upset defeat before the
large.;l crowd ever to sec a
MSU football battle.

which prematurely departed
from its scheduled pre-game liftoff.

to shove the reputation and
make ripples of its own.
MSU gets loose fumble

With a host of players,
several of whom are being
touted as possible AllAmericans, WCU brought what
preseason polls called "the best
'Cat tAlam in the history of the
North Carolina school." But.
Murray used a deadly paS8ing
attack and some timely running

It started in history book
fashion as MSU's right tackle,
Dan Helfrich, recovered a loose
ball
on
the
WCU
nine-yard line on the oe,enipg
kickoff, On(• play later, Racer
signal caller Tom Pandolfi put
Murray on the ~c:yelloard only
seconds after Hoy Stewart....for

whom
the st ructure
named ....was introduced.

is

After a fruitless 'Cat drive
which ended in a punt, MSU
marched 57 yards in 15 plays to
record its second score when
kicking specialist Don Wright
booted ~ '31 -_Yard field goal for
a 9-0 advantage. Pandolfi used
th~ insicfe running of tailback
DOn Clavton to rip off a first
down ' b«ifore starting his first
paS&ing attack of the season.

Finding wide receiver Scotty
Crump twice on short passes
which moved the ball from the
MSU 40 to the 'Cat 48, Pan·
dolfi handed off to workhorse
fullback ,Jim Engel who ram·
bled for nine more. The key
play of the drive was a pinpoint
22-yard strike to tight end Bill
Farrell who rambled to the
wcu 36.

In fact , the Catamountf;
could have wished they'd boarded the huge hot air balloon

Four plays later, MSU went
ahead, but only briefly for nine
points as the 'Cats rebounded
with a touchdown, going 75
yards in only four plays.
Sophomore quarterback Phil
Diet;z, who is already being
scouted, uncorked a 38-yard
bomb to speedy split end Jerry
Gaines, who was finally pulled
down from behind on the MSU
37-yard line. Two plays later,
Dietz found Gaines again on a
44-yarder that carried the 'Cat
senior acr06s the goal line with
exactly nine minutes to go in
the quarter.
Ph oto by Wllaon Woolley

MSU QUARTERBACK Tom Pando lfi
plunges into the end zone to score the first
touchdown in the Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday night against Western Carolina.
The TO came within the first minute of play

after the Racers had recovered a Catamount
fumble. Leading t he way for Pandolfi is center
David Mains (51), while running back Don
Clayton (31) follows.

Bill Furgerson is mindful
•
of Tech's desire to WID
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Asat. Sporta Editor
Enjoying the repercussions
from his Racers 27-25 upset of
h ighly
ranked
Wes tern
Carolina last Saturday in the
debut of classy Roy Stewart
Stadium. Head Coach Bill
Furgerson is not forgetting a
hungry bird around the corner.
Tennessee Tech, MSU's
visitors tomorrow in the OVC
opener for both squads, was the
1972 league champion with
only a single defeat until the
Golden Eagles were routed in
the post-season Grantland Rice
Bowl.
This season, however, TT is
winless--fighting the .s ame
Western Carolina team to a 1010 standoff and being creamed
by powerful South Dakota 30-0
last week.

flats to move Murray to the 14·
yard stripe. Clayton gave the
Racers their ~~econd touchdown
when he barreled over from the
one with 2:37 to go in the first
period.
Wrtght, who earlier boomed
a 31-yard field goal, missed on
the conversion attempt and
three others in the contest, but
the Catamounts luckily, could
also onlv comolete one of four.
Both teams exchanged the
ball five times, before WCU's
David Hackett introduced him·
self to the Murray secondary.
The reserve tailback started on
his own 15-yard line and made
two short gains on handoffs
before he broke open on third
down for a 30-yard gallop to
the MSU 39 where he was torn
down.
On the next play. "Catback"
Eagle Moss, a 5'5'' compact
bundle of speed, picked up 25
yards on a double reverse to get
down to the MSU six. Three
plays later, Hackett hulled his
way over to cut the Racer advantage to 15-13 for the half·
time score.
Cata mounts go ahead

Penalty aida scoring drive

Immediately following a
Racer punt, the Catamounts
recorded their first lead of the
contest when Hackett broke
through the Racer line from the
seven to climax a 42-yard drive
in 10 plays. The big tailback accounted for 17 of these as Dietz
scrambled his offense with
short passes to tight end Mike
Green and Jeff Kirwin.

Willie Deloach took a Pandolfi handoff after WCU's
kickoff and went 23 yards to
give the Racers a first and ten
situation on their own 31
before Clayton broke loose for
20 more to .s pot the ball near
midfield. A timely penalty gave
the Racers good field position
as Pandolfi hit Crump for
seven with a short pass in the

Murray grabbed the advantage back again when Pandolfi fired his first touchdown
pass •• • the first thrown by
MSU in Stewart Stadium .• •
and the third of his career.
Fanell made the catch on a
fourth-down play which made
it 21-19 with 4:57 left in the
third canto.
(Continued on page 21)

''We really feel good about
"You know Dr. Curris, our
starting the season in the new new pre~ident, came down to
stadium the wav we did," our dressing room prior to the
Coach Furgerson. said, "the start of the game,'' Coach
emotional impact on the squad Furgerson said laughing, "and
was great.''
if the outcome is any reflection,
"It also made the coaching we' ll usc him e\'ery game!''
staff happy since all the preAs a ltJam, Saturday's effor~
season forecasters predicted
Murray State as having three boosted MRU to second in OVC
returning quarterbacks, none of team offense behind Eastern
which was a proven winner," Kentucky, who a lso led in total
he reflected. MSU did indeed defemm. Pandolfi holds down
have a leader last Saturday the top position in total offense
against WCU in junior Tom and ranks second in OVC
Pandolfi who completed 16 of passin~t.
28 passes for 220 yards and one
Running back Don Clayton
touchdown, while rushing for
ranks as the number two rusher
two more.
the
league
after
For his apecta('ular per- in
formance, Pandolfi was presen- galloping for 111 yards in 19
ted a game ball by the MSU tries Saturday for a sparkling
coaching litllff and was named 5.8 yards per carry average. In
the OVC offen11ive player of the pass receiving, Scotty Crump
and Bill Farrell are in the
week.
number one and three
positions, respectively.

OVC Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Western Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
East Tennessee
Morehead State

Overall

ovc

W-L-T

W- L-T

2-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0

0..0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

1-1-0

1-1-0
0-1- 1
Q-1-0
0-2-0

Tomorrow's Games
Tenne ..e e Tech at Murray S tate
Western Kentuck y a t Auetin P eay
Ea ste rn Kentuck y at Eut Te nneeeee
Middle Tenneaaee at Morehead State

''Tech is certainly gomg to be
ready for Murray since the
Golden Eagles have played two
top-notch
teams--they're
agressive, sound, and well
coached," Coach Furgerson
noted.
The Racers escaped the encounter with the Catamounts
without serious InJUries,
although David Wright, freshman running back. sustained a
sligh t bone bruise a nd will be
briefly out of action.
Kickoff for tomorrow's OVC
battle ia 7:30 p.m.

Photo by Wibo n Woolley

HEAD FOOTBALL COACH Bill Furgerson gives some in·
atructions to MSU signalcaller Tom Pandolfi during a timeout
at the Murray State-Western Carolina game Saturday night.
Pandolfi connected on 16 of 28 paBSe8 for 220 yards, and he earned the Associated Press' Offensive Player of the Week honors
for the Ohio Valley Conference.
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Mikko Horsma, '72 MVP,
leads tennis hopes in '73
By STEVE W. GIVENS
A..t. Sport. Editor

Photo by WU•on Woolley

LEADING THE WAY for running back Don Clayton (21) is offensive guard Rodney Pickering (63). The play occurred during
Saturday night's game with Western Carolina. Clayton rolled
up 111 yards in 19 carries and scored one touchdown.

With three returning lettermen and the OVC champion
P1 the men's number two
,.a~gles, Head Coach Bennie
Purcell is "cautit~usly optimistic" about his tennis
team's ~:han<:Cf th~ fall .
1
FinisHing wtth 1l ' er.{; slat!
last season, the Racers have
Mikko Horsma, a native of
Finland who was the 1972
Most Valuable Player, returning to the number. one position
on the courts to defend his
singles title.
Also coming back are lettermen:
Ross Bowling,
Bowling Green, junior; Arne
Knudsen, a native of Norway;
Buddy Carollo, Lexington,
senior, and Mike Owen, Evansville, Ind.
"There's really not much I

can say about the team this
year other than we'll need ex·
cellent play from everyone if we
hope to finish ncar or on top,''
Coach Purcell said. "We're a
very young team with so many
untried players that it will be
difficult to match last season's
mark."
New faces across the nets are
Bob Peters, fi'la . junior college
transfer; Del Purcell, the head
coach's son who teamed with
brother Mel to sweep the 1973
State High School Doubles
Championship, and Charle11
Wadlington, who was ranked
number nine in Florida junior's
play.
The MSU squad recently
hosted the 15th annual Kentucky Hardcourt Invitational
which was described as "very
successful". "There were 42
singles entries and 40 doubles

Golden Eagles now 0-1-1 on the season

Racers set for Tech (nical} encounter
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aaat. Sportl Editor

Prior to the !!tart of the
current season, Tennessee Tech
fans were informed that the
first two contests would determine their tt'am's chances of
repeating the OVC crown it
won handily last year.

Murray State Head Coach
Bill Furgerson could be smiling
now if he remembers those
words as he prepares his
.Racers for tomorrow night's
clash with the Golden Eagles at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Tech currently stands 0-1-1
after opening with nationally
ninth-ranked Western Carolina

Racers edge Catamounts
behind Pandolfi's passing
(Continued from page 19)

The margin stood until midway through the fmal period
when Dietz and Hackett rallied
the 'Cats with a fmaJ charge
which covered 69 yards in 11
plays. Combining with pinpoint
accuracy, the pair effectively
switched from paaa patter na to
handoffs to give WCU its fina l
marker with 9:48 remaining as
Hackett burst through the middle from the eight for a 25-21
WCU advantage.
Determined not tO spoil t heir
showplace opener, coach Bill
Furgerson's Racers drove 78
yards in six plays in the best offensive showinr of the contest

*******

which was hi!P.llighted by a 56yard pass play from Pandolfi to
Farrell. Almost the entire
crowd was on its feet when
Pandolfi uaed a quarterback
sneak to ice the rame for MSU
with 7:49 showing.
The Racers' stout defense
which sacked Dietz four times
in the first half, preserved the
win although t he r e were
several uneaay seconds with
0:01 showinr on the clock a nd
WCU on the Murray 37-yar d
line. Bu t the threat died when
fake field goal pau was caught,
and WCU'a Mike Green waa
chased out of bounds.

Elect.

(which MSU skimmed 27-25
last week) and deadlocking the
Catamounts 10-10 and being
blown out by fourth ranked
South Dakota 30-0 last week.
But undoubtedly, the Golden
Eagles will not be a pushover
for the Racers as Murray has
failed to defeat TT since 1968
and still the visitors have 33
lettermen from the squad
which edged MSU 10·0 in 1972
during a driving rainstorm at
Cookeville.
Heading the Golden Eagles
offensively will be Mike Ledford, junior quarterback who
engineered the d rive which tied
TT with Western Carolina;
Tommy Pemberton, junior split
end who was honorable mention All-OVC; outside running
threat Dicki F ulton, senior
halfback; and workhorse
sophomor e halfback, M ike
DeRossett.
Should Ledfore run into
trou ble with the Racer defense,
Robert Dalton, a sophomore
quarterback-turned-end
and
David Quay will be used on
pass patterns with j unior
fullback Terry J oh nson, who
supported the second beat yard·
gained-average in the OVC laat

..........
........:

e
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Holland Drugs

:
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Alpha Gams
undefeated
in softball
Alpha Gamma Delta gained
the lead in the sorority
division, while BSU I, Ashton
B. Raisor, and Mac's Monkeys
were all tied for the top spot in
the independent division of the
women's intramural softball
league.
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
possesses a record of 1·0, while
Kappa Delta is second with a 11 mark. Alpha Omicron Pi is
winless in one outing, while
Sigma Sigma Sigma, Alpha
Sigma Alpha, and Alpha Delta
Pi have yet to see action.
The three teams in the independent division have all
recorded 1-1 marks, while two
other squads, BSU II. and
Pooh's Gang, have yet to compete. Dames Club is 0-1 on the
season.
Sorority Division
Alpha Gamma Delta
Kappa Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Delta Pi

1-0
1-1
0-1
0-0
0-0
0-0

Inde pe nden t Di viaion
1-1
BSU I
Ashton B. Raisor
1-1
Mac's Monkeys
1-1
BSU II
0-0
Pooh's Ganr
0-0
Dames Club
0-1

Good Selection
• •

In All Departments

Murray
16 0 6 6--27
Western Carolina 7 6 6 6-25
MSU--Tom Pandolfi, oneyard run (kick failed).
MSU--Don Wria}lt, 31-yard
field goal.
WCU-Jerry Gaines, «-yard
pass from Phil Dietz (J immy
Joyce kick).
MSU--Don Clayton, one-yard
run (kick failed).
WCU--David Hackett, oneyard run (run failed).
WCU--Hackett, . seven-yard
run (run failed).
MSU--Bill Farrell, threeyard pass from Pandolfi (kick
failed).
WCU-Hackett,
eight-yard
run (pass failed).
MSU-Pandolfi, two-yard run
(pau failed) .

season. Mike Defino and Steve
Evans opened at the tackle
slots against WCU, as Bobby
Graham and Don McDaniel
played guards. The top center
in the league, Jim Dorsey will
start at that position as the
Golden Eagles attempt to
generate some offense.
Defensively, TT looks solid,
although something had to give
last week to allow South
Dakota to slap 30 markers on
the board. Junior linebacker
Dana Winningham led the
Golden Eagles against WCU;
defensive end Elois Grooms,
one of the best Golden Eagles
has the pro scouts watching in
tackles-assists; Larry Monteen,
Ronnie Summey, and Bill
Tesno head the halfbacks;
Tony Plavich a nd Joe
Jachimowicz team at the tackle
slot; and Russ Waddell, Eddie
Nunley, a nd Howard St id ham
will hold down the linebacker
poeitions.

teams involved in the play,"
Coach Purcell noted.
Murray had two doubles
teams or' Horsma-Knudsen and
Peters-Del Purcell to be
defeated in the semi-finals.
Coach PuroeU U; currently
working with Athletic Department officials on the playing
conditions of the newly opened
tennis courts located near
Regents Hall and old Carlise
Cutchin Stadium.

Vickie Mann
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Final stats close
for first contest
The closeness of the final
score of Saturday night's contest between Murray State and
Western Carolina typified the t~o team's final statis ·
tics.
The Racers piled up 19 first
downs, as compared to the
Catamounts' 20, while both
teams recorded the same number of rushing pla.Yll--23.
Murray's 140 net yards
rushing was 11 more yards
than Western Carolina's total
of 129, but both teams amassed
360 yards on total offeMive.

MSU and Western Carolina
each were penalized 45 yards,
and each team lost a fumble.
Individually, Steve Martin
boomed six punts for 189
yards, good for a 31.5 average.
Willie DeLoach hauled down
five kick-off returns for 96
yards and a 19.2 average.
Joe Echert and Bruce Farris
led the Racers' defensive
charge. Echert was credited
with seven tackles and three
assists, while Farris had eight
tackles and a pair of asaistl.
Jay Waddle collected eight
tackles and had a single assist,
and Dan Helfrich made six
tackles and bad three a88ists.
Also contributing to the
defensive charge was Mark
Hickman, who had six tackles
and one assist, and Paul
Coltharp, who totalled three
Five teams lead the frater- tackles and three assista.
nity division, and two lead the
As a team, Murray State
independent divi1ion aa the made 60 tackles and 20 assista
first week of men's intramural throughout the contest.
faat pitch softball action comes
Helfrich made the fumble
recovery, and Don .Deiken and
to an end.
The result., whlch do not in- Tom Johnson each was
clude the games of this week's credited with an interception.
schedule, finds five- fraternity
teams with a single win and no
loss.
The teams are Tau Kappa
Epsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha,
SigJna Chi, Sig111a Phi Epsilon,
Former MSU hardwood
superstar Les Taylor was put
and Delta Sigma Phi.
The independent league is on waivers by the Kentucky
led by Jesus Ia Lord and Purple Colonels of the ABA who had
Flash, both of whom have earlier drafted the 6'3" guard.
Taylor was chosen OVC
recorded two victories without
"Player of the Year'' for two
a setback.
Several games in the frater- successive seasons and made
ruty league were rescheduled the All-OVC cage squad a
due to poor weather and field record three years in a row.
conditions.
For $500 or more, any ABA
Both divisions will play full team can claim Taylor. If any
achedules every week, but the player on waivers is unresultl will not be published selected, he becomes a free
until the following week.
agent and any club can make
him an offer.
Fraternity Divieion

Photo by Ray Bowman

MEMBERS OF THE 1973 Murray State soccer team, which tied the University of
Alabama, 4-4, last week, are (kneeling· from
left) Pat Francis, Bohrouz Tabrizi, Mike
Brangers, John Ryan, Lou Turley, Greg

Softball play
begins; five
tied for lead

Racers rally twice to deadlock
'Bama in opening soccer match
By STEVE W. GIVENS
Aaat. Spol"t8 Editor

Down by two goals late in the
final period, Murray State's
toecer team rallied for a 4-4
stand off with powerful University of Alabama in the Racers
open laat Saturday.
But an even aweeter event
occurred when MSU Head
Coach John Polacek read what
the UAH newspaper said about
the Racers prior to the match.
The 'Bama team coach said,
"Our achedule for this year is
tough since we're the defending
Southeastern
Conference
champs. Everyone'a out to get
ua, but the teams to beat are
Murray State and St. Bernard
College (Ala.)."
In the match played at Hunt·
sville, the Crimson Tide jumped to a 1-0 advantage after
seven minutes of play, but MSU
fought back on Ben Tabrizzi's

Les Taylor iiven
1«1iven in ABA

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Delta Sigma Phl
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sig111a Chi
SigJna Phi Epsilon
Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha

!lE ~:mm• Rho

1·0
1-0
1-o
1-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-1

Unique Gifts for Everyone
at the

Jesus Is Lord
Purple Flash
Mob
Shady Oak Bombers
ssu 1
Green Weenie
Alpha Kappa Psi

in
2-0
2-o
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

goal. The Racers controlled the
tempo of the contest during the
remainder of the half and
tacked on another marker with
near five minutes remainins on
a Pat Francis boot.
'Bama roared back in the
eecond half to a 4-2 margin
before the youns Racer team
settled in its pattern. Greg
Gelholt cut the advantage to a
point when he knocked a goal
home with 14 minutes showins
to set up the spectacular finish.
MSU had several opportunities to score in the final
minutes but failed until Francis
decided to make his move.
Taking a daring 25 foot shot,
the big middle forward saw the

ball slap into the net to
deadlock the match at 4-4.
Holding the defensive
preeeure on 'Barna the Racers
secured a tie and avenged a 6-3
opening lou to the UAH squad
laat seaaon which compiled a
15-S-2 slate.
"I was quite pleased with the
way the team came back after
being down two goals, particularly since it's so early in
the season," Coach Polacek
commented.
..We played a defensive game
at UAH, but Saturday against
Vandy we're going to display
more offense and force them to
play our type of game," he added.
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Independent Division

Gelhot, and Joe Walton. Standing from left
are Cuthbert ,Jacobs, Ed Derrick, RoyBto
Bloomfield, Adrian Hall, Behrooz Halabian,
Delmar Tucker, John McRae, and Coach
John Polacek.

n.s~ary

.. £ddie
Thlla..ta-cap
in the

......__

Western Auto
Murray, Ky.

YOU Have A Chance To Win A
~ Te n Speetl Deluxe Blegele

FREE "

on display

,

a

FREE

Just come in and register. Register every day and increase your chances.
Winners will be announced October 31 .

9lJi/{un J 9lJefWit1
32 Flavors Ice Cream Store
open 11:30-11:30 7 days

1308 Chestnut
Next To University

Su n. th r u Wed.
The Most Lethal KUNG FU Team On Earth .

Muft'a)' State New1

Sept. 21. lt73

Pare U

Cross country team wins
•
•
trt-meet
In
season opener
Everyone in the country, and perhaps in the world, has
probably heard of Atlanta Braves' slugger Henry Aaron's
attempt to break Babe Ruth's all-time major league home
run mark this season.
Aaron is shooting for ~e once-unthinkable goal of Rutlt' a
714, and at the present.time, the alTeady legen~ary Aaron
has belted 711 career round-trippert.
And, maybe everyone~•& h1¥1rd of BUffelf J¥11B• O.J~sr..,
pson, who just last weekend broke a single game rush ing
record in the National Football League by amassing 250
yards in 29 attemptH.
The running back's total eclipsed the previous mark of 247
yards which was .s et by the Los Angeles Rams' Willie
Eillison in 1972.
But, who has ever heard of Joe Sprinz, A.L. Gastin, Chick
Linster, Bill Corbett, or Mark Lowder?
Each and every one of these individuals hold~; a unique
record in the Guin esa Book of World Pecorda.
Sprinz, formerly of the Cleveland Indians in the American
League, holds the dubiou~; 4istinction of catching a baseball
from the highest altitude.
The outfielder, in ,July, 193 I, caught the baseball which
was dropped from an ain;hip at 800 feet. Unfortunately, the
force of catching the ball broke his jaw.
Or tak(>, for instance, Gastin, who hold~; the lowest recorded score (93) for throwing a golfball around 18 hole!!.
Gastin accomplished the feat on the 6,220-yard University of
Missouri·Columbia course in October, 1971.
Doing 6,006 con s~:cutive push-ups was no "push-over" for
ihe l6-yN1r-old LinRter of Wilmette, Ill. in October, L965.
l.inst.er set the mark for most push-ups in three hours, Fi4
minutes.
Corbett, n Seutllc, Wash. resident holds the mark for most
bricks broken . He performed the feat on Sept. 18-20, 1971, by
breaking 3,500 bricks with hi:~ hand in 13 hours, and he
sustained a rate of 269 per hour. Unfortunately, he also
-sustained a cracked left wrist.
Sixteen-year-old Lowder set the duration mark for
treading wa!.t'r in n vertical position--18 hour:; on :July 20-21,
1972, at Hock Creek Park, N.C.
Arc'the:re18rij'Mtirtliy State :;tuden s who tiav.e a yearning
for headlines, and who wish to do so by smashing one of the
aforementioned marks? If not, is there anyone who has
knowledge of any other unpublished or little-known "world
re<:ords?"

By MARK BAUMAN
Murray State's cross country
team opened the season with a
trangular meet victory over
Lincoln University and SIUEdwardsv.ille Sfiur9•~tt. Jef·
.ifl!lr.8Qn' c~·t~
The
led ~ Sam
TorrefJ •nd
y J;leDfjel~
~(lid ~ pOfn~ to .U lf~ SIU
fOr 'ttl; h~J'ttfit-..
colo.

son finishing eighth, ninth, and
lOth respectively.
Finseth finished in 20:47,
Mabbit was timed in 20:42, and
Thompson was ten seconds
behind Mabbit.

Hunning his second year at
Murray, Torres won individual
honor~ in the four-mile race
with a record time of 18:56.0
which was 14 seconds ahead of
the old record .

By MARK BAUMAN

ann7r

Benfield finished only ~ix
seconds behind the course
record with a clocking of 19:16.
Freshman Don Wilcox finished
fifth in the race as the Racers'
third man, crossing the line in
19:47.
Two SIU runntlrs followed
Wilcox across the line, but
Murray claimed the next three
places with Brad Finseth, Dennis Mabhit, and Shm Thomp-

)t

Clint Strohmeier was 12th
with a 21 :01 clocking, John
Balbach was next in 21:21, and
Dennis Sturt ran 21:31 for 14th
place.

I

Haniers will compete
bn:~··owensboro

The Murray State cross
country team is slated to com·
pete in the Owensboro Invitational, a four-mile race to
be held
m
Owensboro
tomorrow.
Coach Bill Cornell will have
Sam Tones, Rod Harvey, Stan
Thompson, John Balbach, and
Dennis Sturt returning. The
five were members of last
year's squad that finished fifth
behind Southeast Missouri,
Eastern Kentuckv, Western
Kentucky, and Mo.rehead.
Torres took runnerup honors
in the event hu1t year to
Western's Nick Rose, while

course

Harvey was eighth, Sturt 24th,
Balbach 51st, and Thompson
52nd.
Competing for the first time
for MSU at Owensboro will be
Gordy Benfield, Don Wilcox,
Brad Finseth, Dennis Mabbit,
and Clint StrohmeieT.
Murray lost two of its runners from the team last season,
while both Eastern and
Western have retained their top
runners from last falL
Cornell says, "The course
will be a lot tougher than the
one the team ran on last year,
and my new runners get will
get their firllt chance to run
against other OVC teams."

WHAT IS A SUBMARINE?
IN MURRAY IT IS ASANDWICH MADE FROM ACQMBINATION OF THE FINEST INGREDIENTS AVAILABLE
THEN SERVED ON AN ITALIAN ROLL SHIPPED IN FROM
OVER 800 MILES AWAY. TRY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
. .
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES TONIGHT. AMEAL IN ITSELF!!

*****

I would like- to take this opportunity to extend my thanks
and appreciation t<> ,Joe Dorri11 of the Kentucky Ne w Era in
Hopkin..•wille for giving his permission to me to borrow the
title for this column.
The title was coined 13 years ago by Dorris when he was
writing a regular aportA column for the New E r a.

Nylon Windbreaker Jackets

AMERICAN - Cooked Salami, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Spices, on
ItaUan Roll

SmaD •• Large
$1.35 .. $1.5.'>

ITALIAN -Cooked Salami. Hard Salami, Cbeeae. LettuCe, Tomato,
Spices, on Italian Roll

$1.35 •. $1.5S

RAM -Cooked Ham, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Spices, on Italian Roll

$1.35 .. $1.55

Fraternity & Sorority Jerseys

MEAT BALL - Hlgbly Seasoned Ground Beef, Topped with Parmesan Cheese, Our Special Sauce, on Italian Roll

$1.35 .. $1.55

Nylon Double Knit
with 4 Inch Greek Sewn-on Letters

SI'EAK - Quality ROWld Steak, Topped with ParmeSan Cheese, Our
Special Sauce, on Italian Roll

$1.45.. $1.65

Large Selection Shoes

CHEESE STEAK - Quality Round Steak, Topped with Mozzarella
and Pannesam Cheese, Our Special Sauce on Italian Roll

$1.50 .. $1.70

SAUSAGE - Country Sausage Seasoned with 9 Spices, Topped with
Parmesan Cheese, Our Special Sauce, on Italian Roll

$1.35 .. $1.55

HERO -Seasoned Country Sausage, Topped with Parmesan Cheese,
Our Special Sauce, Green Peppers on Italian Roll

$1.35 .. $1.55

Assorted Colors

Lined & Unlined
with Sewn-on Fraternity Letters

Puma
Nike

Converse
Adidas
Tiger

Softball Gloves
T ennis Rackets & Supplies
All Types Athletic Supplies
Cotton & Wool Socks
\'V' risrbands

Headbands
Shoe strings

The

YELLOW SUBMARINE,nc:.
Open 5:00 P.M. to 11:00 p.m.
Tuesday thru Sunday
13th at MAIN - SIDE OF DAIRY QUEEN

Par k e r-McKenney Athletic Supply

Carry ()ut or Home Delivery
"For All Your Athletic Needs"
J ust off Campus on Chestnut

753-7715
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Wins five of six pitching Class A in Miami

MSU's loss, Baltimore 's gain--Peach goes pro
By STEVE BALE
Special Writer

Russ Peach, Murray State's
standout pitcller last season, is
still a student at Murray but is
no longer the property of the
Racer baseball team. Under the
man(lgement of the Baltimore
Orioles, the Evansville, Ind.
native has just finished his first
season in professional baseball.
Peach said that before going
to the Appalachian League, a
rookie league in West Virginia,
"I expected all of them to be
great ball players, but I soon
found myself to be juRt aa good
as many of them.
Gaining a 5-l record with the
Orioles, Peach had an earned
run average of 1.00 before

allowing six runs to Bcore in a
game which he thought had
ruined all chances for advancement toward the major
leagues. Ironically, it was that
same night that be was called
up to play Class A ball in the
Florida State League, one of
the best pitching leagues in the
minor league syatem.

hurl a no-hitter, says that the
Florida State League is quite
different from the Ohio Valley
Conference. "In college, it was
not unusual for me to have 11
or 12 atrike-outs a game. I'm
lucky if I get. five now."
Peach admit& that it's nice
getting paid for something he

"After the game, I was
depressed and was walking
toward my car when one of the
players called me back in. The
coach wanted to see me." Upon
entering the coach's office,
here's how the conversation
went:

enjoys, but added, "A person
can' t live off the salary they
start you on. It becomes just
like any other job-hard"work if
you want to make it to the

top."
After pitching in the playoffs
on August 30, the southpaw
took a flight out of Miami at

3:15 a.m. and waa no longer
under complete management in
the Orioles' farm system. He
became the newly-acquired
property of Nanette Holler of
Evansville, Ind., as the two
were married that evening.

Incidentally, Peach lost the
game the night before.

OHIO VALLEY
CONFERENCE

Coach: Have you got your
bags packed?
Peach: To go where? Home?
Coach: No, Miami.
Peach: You're kidding.
Coach: No, you've been
promoted to Class A ball.

RllH\IO:'oiU

•

EASTER!" KY.
WESTERN 1\ENTLICKY

•

It wasn't long after arrivin1
in Miami that Peach had wba .
be called, "my biggest higbligl" t
of the season." In one day, tJ .e
6'1", 185-pound southpaw ptcbed in two games and •1as
credited with the win in 1)Qth
games. He also scored th(' winning run in the second ~arne.

BOV.IING I:RU:N
j!lll'iSON CIH

AUSTI~

•

•

!\UDnLE TE~NESSEE

PF.A Y

•

TEl\NESSEE TECU

CLARKii\'JtU:

uloli.HtLu:

•

EAST TENNE~SEE

Ml'KFKt:F~IlORO

While in Miami, Peach saw
action in six games, winning
five of them and establishing
an ERA of 1.35.
RUSS PEACH
Former MSU hurler

Peach, who is one of only
four Murray players to ever

7

Days

a

Week

8

a.m.

til

Prices

good

12

p.m.

through T U E .

W c reserve chc righc co limit

Hyde Park

SALAD DRESSING
qt.
Food Giant

LIMIT 3 CIN'S. Willi $7.50 add. pur.
excluding tob. & dairy products

GRADE A LAR GE

TREASURE
CHEST
T his
$100
w eek

78~

G LEN VALLEY

5

PEAS
16 oz.
$1.00
cans

W IN

Last weeks ,$ 300 Winner
PAYNE FARRIS
R t. 6 Murray

BE SUR E T O R EGISTER
You do not have to ~ present to win.

ROYAL PRINCE

CORN
5 15 oz. cans $1.00

SWISS
STEAK
$1.19

PEPSI COLAS
3 6BOT. CTN'S 99¢

49c

EGGS
DOZEN

10 oz.

WHITE

POTATOES
10

lb . bag

69¢

FROSTY MORN

12

BACON
oz. pkg.
91¢

from our Deli
Fresh Made DONUTS doz. 88t
B-B-Q Spare Rib $1.19 lb.
FRIED CHICKEN
3 pc. chicken
LUNCH
2 rolls
BOX
2 pot. logs

$1.
19
CHUCK
STEAK
78¢ lb.

